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'His zest for life was immediately palpable'
An obituary to Rohinton Maloo — one of the Tehelka family — who succumbed to the terrorists' bullets in the Oberoi Trident
Hotel
SHANTANU GUHA RAY
On 30 November, a balmy Sunday afternoon, I went with many others to the fourth floor of
the imposing YB Chavan Auditorium on Nariman Point. Priests burnt a fire of sandalwood,
part of a special prayer in the memory of Rohinton Maloo - advertiser, entrepreneur,
managing director of Cutting Edge Media and, amongst other things, consulting strategic
advisor to Tehelka – who succumbed to bullets at the Oberoi Trident hotel during the attacks
on Mumbai.
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In the first row of the rectangular hall were Maloo’s parents, Dolly and Baji, his widow, Nikki,
his two children, Nairika and Arshaan, and his sister, Mehernavaz - their faces peaceful in the
worst tumult of their lives. Behind were relatives, friends and colleagues, some grieving
silently, others sobbing inconsolably for a man who was an entrepreneur, and innovator, with
tremendous experience of the electronic media in India.
Maloo, 48, and his business partner, the British Alex Chamberlain, were having dinner at the Trident’s Indian restaurant when the
gunmen arrived. They herded a group of 13 people, many of them foreigners, towards an emergency staircase. In the
commotion, as the hotel lights flickered on and off, Chamberlain and another man managed to slip away. Maloo’s family heard
about the shootout and rushed to the hotel; his son Arshaan waited outside for over 48 hours. In the end, they learnt from the
hotel management that Maloo's body had been found. All those who had remained in that group had been shot.
Chamberlain finds it difficult to articulate what happened on that fateful night, and those that followed. “I got to know from a friend
that Maloo is dead. I am devastated,” he told a British daily.
India has lost a veteran media concessionary – a strategist and analyst familiar with all the intricacies of the media’s functioning,
and a man responsible for bringing some of the best national and international media – including CNBC and BBC World – to
India.
Maloo had nearly three decades of varied experience in media and technology marketing. A post graduate in Mass
Communication, he started his career with Trikaya Grey in 1981, where he was part of the team that launched Thums Up. In
1987, he co-launched Computerland, later re-christened Aptech and today South Asia's largest network of IT training institutes.
A quintessential entrepreneur, constantly innovative, Maloo also launched an advertising agency in 1984; and two more ventures
in 1986 – Sheri Louise Slimming Centers & Professional Slimming Centers and Adar Nutrimetics.
Since 1992, Maloo was instrumental in the South Asian launches of Asian Business News (ABN, later CNBC), CNN, Cartoon
Network and HBO for Turner/Time Warner Inc. He was instrumental in the launch of the Star Network in India, and handled
advertising sales for their channels. In 2000, he launched Hallmark cards in India. In 2002, he acquired Cutting Edge Media Pvt
Ltd from Zee Telefilms Ltd and re-launched Zee English and Zee MGM, handling marketing and sales for Zee Telefilms. As the
India representative of Euro News of Paris, Maloo was consulting partner and strategic advisor to the Bangalore-based
TELiBRAHMA Convergent Communications, a mobile solutions provider.
Rohinton Maloo joined Tehelka in June 2007, as a consultant to advise the magazine on advertising and marketing. I first met
him on a train to Hartola, a north Indian hill station where we were going to participate in the magazine’s annual conference. His
zest for life was immediately palpable. When a portly colleague forced him to dance in a crowded train compartment, he gladly
accepted the offer. In Hartola, we sat together and planned innovative branding strategies for the magazine. Some worked, some
didn't. But Maloo became one of my best friends in Mumbai; someone I called for both advice and adventure.
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